Introduction.
Let 2 denote the class of generalized euclidean spaces E. The problem of characterizing metrically the class 2 with respect to the class (B of all Banach spaces has been solved in many different ways, as in [3] , [4] , [6] , and [8] . This paper attacks the problem along the lines exhibited by Blumenthal [2] in the larger environment of the class 3ft of complete, metrically convex and externally convex metric spaces. While the Jordan-von Neumann condition has long been used as a standard, showing it is implied by newly postulated conditions, this paper uses instead as criteria the feeble and weak euclidean four point properties of Blumenthal [l] and [2] and shows that they are implied by the four point condition we shall postulate.
2. Classes of quadruples and corresponding four point properties. 
Definition.
A metric space has the weak, /eeble, isosceles weak, isosceles /eeble, external isosceles /eeble euclidean four point property provided every quadruple of its points of class Ci, 62, 63, 64, 65, respectively, is congruently embeddable in the (two dimensional) euclidean space. A metric space is said to have the queasy euclidean four point property provided that for each two of its points there exists a third point r between them such that for all points 5 of the space the quadruple p, q, r, s is congruently embeddable in the euclidean space (and hence in the plane).
property characterizes those spaces that are generalized euclidean. From [l] it is known that the weak euclidean four point property effects such a characterization and hence, since C6 is contained in Ci, it suffices to show that in the class 911 those spaces possessing the externally isosceles feeble euclidean four point property also possess the weak euclidean four point property.
In the discussion that follows, AI will denote an arbitrary member of 3TC*, the subclass of 3H possessing the external isosceles feeble euclidean four point property. Lemma 1. Each two distinct points of M are the endpoints of exactly one metric segment.
Proof. Suppose the contrary; that is, p is different from q while there exist Slip, §), Siip, q) and r denotes a point in Si -Si. In traversing Si from r to p a first point u of S2 is encountered while a first point v of S2 is similarly met in traversing Si from r to q. Let m.\, m2, he the midpoints of the subsegments of Si, S2 that have only the endpoints u, v in common.
Consider a segment S(mi, m2). Either there exists a point x of S(mi, m2) such that at least one of the distances ux, vx is greater than \uv or else ux=vx = \uv for all x of S. In the latter case, denoting by 5 the point of S such that mis = 2sm2, it follows thatu, razi, s,m2arecongruently embeddable in the euclidean plane and hence us is less than um2 contrary to fact.
If there exists an x such that ux is greater than \uv or vx is greater than \uv, then the maximal value is assumed at some point t of 5 for which, say, ut is greater than \uv. Since ut>umi = um2, then as above there exist first points wi, w2 of S(mi, m2) such that uwi = uw2 = umi encountered in traversing S in each direction from t; it follows by continuity that there exist points y, z of S such that uy = uz>umi and yz = 2zwi. Hence w\, y, z, u are isometrically embeddable in the euclidean plane and therefore umi is greater than uy, contrary to fact.
Having established the uniqueness of segments, we now establish the uniqueness of (metric) lines in members of 311*.
Lemma 2. In the space M, metric segments admit unique prolongations.
Proof. Since M is externally convex, the segment Sip, q) may be prolonged while if it admits of two prolongations, say beyond q, then by continuity points r, s of different prolongations exist such that ry^s, sq* = sr, q*r = 2q*x for some x, q* of Sip, q) for which s is not metrically between q* and r but q* is metrically between x and r. Then the quadruple x, q*, r, s is congruent with four points x', q', r', s' of the euclidean plane which with s in a prolongation of S'(x, q*) implies the linearity of x', q', s', contrary to fact.
Combining the results of Lemmas 1 and 2 we have Proof. Since it is known that there exists at least one, let p be a point of M, not a point of L and let /p, /p denote two distinct feet of p in 7. If all points of L between/p and// are feet of p then the quadruple p, /p , q is congruently embeddable in the euclidean plane where q is the point of L between/p and/7 such that/pq = 2/7q. The embeddability of the quadruple in the euclidean plane implies /pp is greater than p/p contrary to both/p,/7 being feet of p in L. If not all points of L between/p and/7 are feet, then there exists a point r of S(/p, /"') such that pr >p/p and pr ^px for all x of S(fp, fp ). Letting x range from/j, tor and y=y(x) be the point of S' (x,fp) such that xy = 2yfp it follows as in Lemma 1 (upon consideration of the function px-py) that there exist points x*, y* such that px* =py* and x*y* = 2y*/P . Hence by the external isosceles feeble euclidean four point property, pfp is greater than py* contrary to the definition of/"'.
Additional information concerning the "strictly monotone" nature of the distance function is given in the next lemma.
Lemma 5. 7/ L is a metric line o/ M, p a point o/ M not in L, /v the foot o/ p on L, and q, r are points of L such that q is between r and fp, then pq is less than pr.
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Either for some x of S(q, r), px -pr 9^0, or px -pr -0 for all x of S(q, r). If for some x, px -pr ^0, there exist points 5, r*, r' of S'(/p, r) such that pr*=pr' = k<ps and r*, r' are the first points of Sx(s, r), S2(s, /p) respectively, encountered (beginning at s) such that their distance from p is k, where 5 is a point of S*(r', r*) such that ps^px, for all x of S*(r', r*). As previously, there exist points x*, y* of S*(r', r*) such that x*y* = 2y*r* while px*-py*. Hence the quadruple p, x*, y*, r* is congruently embeddable in the euclidean plane and therefore pr* is greater than py* contrary to r*, r' having distance from p no greater than that of any point in S*(r*, r'). Now suppose px = pr for all x of S(q, r). Then if z* denotes the point of S(q, r) such that qz* = 2z*r, it follows as above that the quadruple p, q, r, z* is congruently embeddable in the euclidean plane and hence pr is greater than pz* contrary to fact.
The development thus far will now allow us to determine the location of the foot of the "vertex" of the isosceles triple in a quadruple of class C3, 64, or 65 on the line determined by the remaining points of the quadruple. Lemma 6. 7ra M, if p is a point not lying on a line L and if q, r are points of L with pq = pr, then m, the midpoint of q and r is the foot of p in L.
Proof. By Lemma 5 and Lemma 4, the foot of p lies between q and r. Suppose fp^m and assume the labeling such that/p lies between q and m. Given the numbers mq, mfp, it follows there exists a positive integer k and a positive real number e such that mq -mfp+e<2ke <mq+mfp -€. Now points 5, t can be found such that/p is between s and / while ps = pt and st = 2e. Then the midpoint of 5, t has distance less than e from fp. Using ps=pt it follows that 2k applications of the external isosceles feeble euclidean four point property will show the existence of points u, v of the line such that pu=pv while q is between /p and u, v between fp and r, thus contradicting, by Lemma 5, the fact that pq = pr.
While it is not evident that 64 is contained in G6, the following lemma shows that the assumption of embeddability in the euclidean plane of all quadruples of C5 implies, in 917, such embeddability of the members of C4. Proof. Consider a point p,fp its foot on a metric line Liq, r) where pq = pr, and p', q', r' is a triple of points of the euclidean plane congruent to the triple p, q, r, while/p-denotes the foot of p' on L(q', r'). Then, noting that/p is the midpoint of q, r, let r", qn he respective midpoints of Sifp, r"_i), S(fp, g"_i) where qo = q and r0 = r. Then since Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 together with continuous monotoneity of the distance function px, x in Liq, r), imply prn=pqn for all n, it follows by repeated applications of the external isosceles feeble euclidean four point property and distance properties of the euclidean plane that p'rn' =prn=pqn for all n where r"' is the point corresponding to r" under the obvious correspondence of Liq, r) with Liq', r'). Since {r"} converges to/p and {r" } converges tofp>, it follows that {prn} converges to pfp and {p'rn' } converges to p'fP>, which with prn = p'rn' for all n implies pfP = p'fP'- Proof. Let p, q, r be points of M such that pq -pr and let 5 be any point on a line L(q, r). As a result of Lemma 7, we may assume s^/p, the foot of p on L. Letting p', q', r' denote a triple of points of the euclidean plane congruent to p, q, r, it follows by Lemma 7 that p/P = p'/P> where/j,-is the foot of p' on L(q', r'). Letting s' denote the point corresponding to 5 under the obvious congruence of L(q, r) with L(q', r'), it follows, by applying Lemma 7 to the quadruple p,/p, s, t (where t is the point of L(q, r) distinct from s such that ps=pt), that the quadruple is congruent with a quadruple p*,/P*, s*, t* of the euclidean plane. Then from /p*s* =/p-s' and P*/P*=p'/P> as well as the Pythagorean Theorem in the euclidean plane it follows that ps = p*s* = p's'. Hence the quadruple p, q, r, s is congruent with the quadruple p', q', r', s' of the plane and the theorem is proven. Proof. Let p, q, s, u be any four points of M such that q, s, u lie on a metric line L with p not an element of L. Assume the labeling such that q¥-/p. Then there exists a point r of L such that pq=pr. Hence by Lemma 8, p, q, r, s are congruently embeddable in the euclidean plane and p, q, r, u are likewise embeddable. Since the images of p, q, r form a metric basis for the euclidean plane, the linearity of q, r, s, u implies that p, q, r, s, u are congruently embeddable in the plane also.
Theorem. The space M is generalized euclidean.
Proof. By Lemma 9 the weak euclidean four point property is equivalent to the external isosceles feeble euclidean four point property in 9ft. Therefore, by a result of [l], the conclusion follows.
It is worth noting that in Banach spaces the embedding of the class C6 of quadruples in the euclidean plane is equivalent to the norm relation ||6'||2 = ||&-&'||2-f-3||6||2 holding for every pair of points b, b' of the space for which \\b-b'\\ =\\3b-b'\\.
It would be interesting to know whether the converse of Lemma 7 is valid in 9ft. That is, if a space of the class 9ft possesses the isosceles feeble euclidean four point property, does it possess the external isosceles feeble euclidean four point property, thus being generalized euclidean? A similar question can be raised concerning the "isosceles" analogue of the queasy euclidean four point property.
